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On the Interpretation of Smoke Diffusion
and Wind Analysis Data at Ris10
0.
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Abstract. Wind velocity measurements and smoke patterns are compared. The most frequent situation is a Gaussian wind velocity fluctuation distribution, which is in good agreement with the theoretical picture developed by C. F. Wandel and the author. Occasionally,
under conditions usually classifiedas typical inversion situations, definite non-Gaussiandistributions are observed.In such casesdiffusion is slow, and a low-frequency cutoff in the
Lagrangian power spectrumis proposedfor the descriptionof the phenomenon.

Introduction. Smokefrom the Kyndby power
station and wind velocity data from the Ris•
micrometeorologytower [M•ller and Jensen,
[1959]have beencompared.In the mostfrequent
case of Gaussianwind velocity fluctuation distributionsa goodfit is obtainedto the theoretical
estimate of the Eulerian-Lagrangiantransform
derived by Wandel and the author. Occasionally,
non-Gaussiandistributions, combined with a
very slow rate of diffusion,occur in connection
with well-developedinversion conditions. The
Gaussian

case never leads to diffusion

smokeheight. So far only vertical diffusionhas
beeninvestigated,and the followingmagnitudes
have been obtained from the micrometeorology

tower.First,themeanwindspeed• is observed
as a function of height and a wind profile is

obtained.Thus the value of • at the heightof
the smoke plume can be determined.Second,
the vertical wind fluctuationsw(t) are observed
and a distribution function P(w) is obtained.
The integral

slower

than z2 mt. Under certain conditions,however,

is plotted on graph paper, representinga Gausreported [Leonard, 1958; Hilst and Simpson, sian by a straight line. From this graph the
1958]. Such observations as well as our own square root w' of the mean square deviation is
investigations suggest the existence of a sup- obtained, and the distribution is inspectedfor
with a Gaussian.Third, w is recorded
pressionof the low-frequencypart of the La- consistency
grangian power spectrum in the non-Gaussian for a periodof time very nearly the sameas the
observations of z" m tTM or z" -----constant are

travel time of the smoke. The record is made

case.

Observations.Smokefrom the Kyndby power a fast paper speed so that details of w(t) are
station is observedvisually or photographically. evident. The total recorded time interval is now
When the smokeis sufficiently'thin' relative to subdivided into intervals of duration T'. From

the backgroundsky goodestimatesof z"(t) can eachof theseintervalsthe averagevalue
be obtainedboth visually and photographically.
Several observations are performed for each
distancein orderto get a true mean,and time is
calculatedfrom the distancefrom the chimney

is obtained, in which the subscript T indicates
that the averages are taken over the limited

periodT'. In thiswayseveralvaluesof <w>•,,are
obtained, and we then find

and the meanwind speedO(z) at the mean
x Based on a paper presented at the International
Symposium on Fundamental Problems in Turbulence and Their Relation to Geophysicssponsored
by the International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics and International Union of Theoretical
and Applied Mechanics, held September 4-9, 1961,
in Marseilles, France.

wherethe subscripts1 and T' indicate a measure
of the mean squaredeviationof the first moment

<w>r,whenmeasured
overintervalsof time T'
and the bar indicates the mean value over the

distribution
of
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Where P(w) is consistentwith a Gaussianthe
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four measured
magnitudes
z•'(t), •;, w', anda•T,

Erode, 1945], and

constitute our basic data for a comparison of
Lagrangian and Eulerian data.

Interpretation o• Gaussian cases. Taylor's
descriptionof turbulent diffusion
t

t •

•(0) = u'
•(0)
ß

The same argumentsas used in deriving the
transformations

5 and

6 can

be used for

determinationof alT, •-,and it followsthat

where R•,(r) is the Lagrangian autocorrelation
function, leads, when Fourier-transformedand
integrated twice, to

,

author have shown that under the conditions

homogeneous,isotropic, fully developed, and
stationary turbulence the Eulerian and
grangian power spectra are connectedwith the
scalar energy spectrum

•(•) = •,(•)

+ ]•(•)

•,

ß

(10)

Furthermore, for long-time diffusion we are left
with Fiekian diffusion, •nd it follows from
equation

:•(t) • •'•te•(0)

wherePL(w) is the Lagr•ngianpowerspectrum
normalized to unity. C. F. Wandel and the

= --'•

(ll)

Although •he observedturbulenceis not strictly
isotropic, we shall assumethat order-of-magMrude cheekson our relationscan be obtainedby
assu•ng isotropy and using the relation 4; we
obtain

P• , •(0)

(•)

= •Pc,
•

•(0)

(12)

Consequently,by combiningequations8, 0, 10,
11, and 12 and substitutingw' for •', we obtain

by the transformations
--

• •.(•)
=••.•) • u

- •
:•(t)

4

•, •'. t -- (•(O/•i

•'))-•
(l•)

exp --

-

2u,•/•

For shorbfime

•u'•/ •

.•

:•(t) • •'• t

(5)
common

• •,•

(•4)

These two expressionscan be brough•

and

•(,.) =

diffusion we have

dimensionless form

as follows.

The

characteristic length occurring in (lg) and
pertaining to k spree is •(0), which in terms of
the measuredRuleri•n quantitiesis given by

• •,•

ßexp 4u,•k
• dk (6) •

•(0) =

where u' = v' = w'.

It follows from these expressionsthat small
values of k contribute to spectrumvalues for
small w values, and since,furthermore,

•(•) = •(0) + 0(••)

(•)

we have the relations

Similarly the characteristic time occurring in
(1•) and pertaiMng to the Lagrangian power
spectrumis P•(0), wMeh in •erms of the measured Rulerian quantities is given by

•P•(0)

=

e•,•(0)
= • • • •'
where •(x)

is the error function [Jahnke and

If these characteristicmagnitudes are used
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a seriesof points fitting nicely into the curve
toward lower values of time, and they represent
the points as far away from the chimney as the
smokecouldbe tracedwith reasonableaccuracy.
It is seen that at least an order-of-magnitude
agreementis obtained,which is all that couldbe
expected since the theoretical picture is developed under the assumptionof homogeneous,
isotropic,fully developed,and stationary turbulence.

Non-Gaussian

cases.

Non-Gaussian

wind ve-

ß

locity fluctuation distributionswere observedat
Fig. 1. Example of the universal diffusion pat- Ris• in January 1960 and January 1961. The
tern in homogeneous,isotropic, fully developed, distributionsof the vertical componentof the
and stationary turbulence.
wind velocity observed in the morning of
January 7, 1960, are shown in Figure 2. It is
units we find the followingasymptotic diffusion seenfrom this figure that at 8 and 9 o'clockthe
expressions'
distributions are compatible within our resolution with a 12 per cent Gaussianplus 88 per
zt)
t

-•---•

(17) cent

forlarget

and

z2(t)/A2 ___•
t2/T• forsmall t

(18)

These expressionsare the asymptotesof the
universal diffusion expression.They are shown
in Figure 1, together with the experimental
points obtainedas describedin the previous
section.Each of these points actually represents

•-function

distribution.

The

actual

wind

velocity recorded in time shows steady nonfluctuating sectionsaround w -- 0 interrupted
by fluctuating sections correspondingto the
Gaussianpart of the distribution.We interpret
this picture as meaning that the atmosphere
consistsof laminar regionsinterruptedby turbulent regions similar to the situation in fluid
experimentsin the transition region between
laminar and turbulent flow [Rotta, 1959]. How-
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Fig. 2. _Probabilitythat the vez•ical angular deviation from the mean is smaller than a
given value plotted agains•the deviation on •'aph paper resultingin straight-lineplots if the
probability distribution is Gaussian.
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ever, we arc unable to estimate a magnitude

vertical and horizontal patterns, the important

like Reynolds number for these atmospheric parameterscan be extrapolated beyond the top
eventsin support of this picture. The mean wind
speed at the 56-meter station where the distributions in Figure 2 were obtained was around

station at 123 meters to the smoke height 150
meters, to be discussedpresently.
The smokepattern from Kyndby is illustrated
6 m/sec.
in Figure 3, a photographobtainedat 0930 AM.
At 1134 on the same morning radiosonde The optical density and the total amount of
measurementsat Kastrup showeddefinite tem- smoke emitted together with the smoke temperature inversions, and inversions were also perature are measuredat Kyndby. On the day
recordedin the tower measurements
at Ris• at in question28 per cent of the smokewas emitted
at 180øC and the remainder at 150øC. It is
all times during the morning.
From the recordedtrack the mean length D indeed remarkable that this division of the
and the volume fraction s - 0.12 of the turbusmoke into two componentsis visible over a
lent regions can be obtained. Besides these considerablepart of the smoke path, which, as
parameters
the parametermeanwind speed•,
seen in Figure 3, extends for approximately
mean square deviation w'•' - w:•, and mean 20 km.
squaredeviation a•, •' of mean wind speedwhen
The extrapolated mean wind speed at 150
observedover limited periodsof time T' can be meters(the mean smokeheight) was 7 m/see,
determined.
and the path thus correspondsto diffusion
The vertical componentof the wind velocity occurring for a period of 2900 seconds.Even
fluctuation is observed only at the 56-meter thenthecorresponding
valueof%/'• is only
station. Horizontal wind speedsare observedat 7 meters.
Figures I and 2 represent the most marked
all stations, and, assumingthe same behavior of
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Fig. 3. Smoke plume from the chimneysof the Kyndby power station drifting 20 km past
the cathedral of l•oskilde as seenfrom Ris•l. In the center is the micrometeorologytower at
Ris•.
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distributions and slow diffusion
cutoff frequency•0 is related to w' and the
observedat Ris• so far. This year a case of averagesizeD of the turbulentregions,but such
s - 0.4 hasbeenrecorded;alsoin this occurrence a procedure cannot be justified by theory or
the diffusion was slow.
sufficientexperimentalmaterial.
Conclusions. The theoretical transformation
Discussion. Various explanations could be
suggested
for the slowdiffusiondescribedin the derivedby C. F. Wandel and the author for the
preceding section, especially because of the connection between Lagrangian and Eulerian
necessary extrapolations from the 56-meter descriptionsof turbulence has been checked
observation point to the 150-meter smoke experimentally.Furthermore,it has beenshown
height. Thus we could assumethat on the day that the validity of the theory is limited to
in questionthe flow pattern at 150 meters was wind fluctuation distributions reasonably well
entirely laminar or that the fluctuationsat this describedas Gaussian.However, such situations
height were of a nearly periodicstructure.Also are by far the mostfrequentin the natural wind.
the initial cloud dimensions may have been Only the fundamentalaspectsof theseinvestigaFurther experimentalchecks
much larger than the significantlength scaleof tions are discussed.
the turbulence [Corrsin, 1959], in which event on the ideas are needed as well as a major
to obtainfalloutpatternsand dose
apparently slow diffusion may result. At any investigation
rate, the observationsclearly show incompati- curvesif the ideaspresentedare to be appliedto
bility with the assumptionsof homogeneous, safety assessments
in connectionwith atomic
isotropic,fully developed,and stationaryturbu- energy.
The idea of a cutoff connected with the
lence, and the results also indicate that the
validity of transformations5 and 6 is limited to distanceD may be invokedto describediffusion
non-Gaussian

situations in

which these assumptions are

slower than Fieklan and also for the diffusion of

reasonablywell fulfilled. This follows from the

a singlepuff of smokeof diameterD(t). Using

fact that our tower measurements would lead

the above formalism on the latter case leads in

toa prediction
of•/• - 50meters
instead
of

the Gaussiansituation to diffusion patterns in

the measured value 7 meters.

therange•(t) • t3to •(t) • (logt) in agree-

It is interestingto note that, in homogeneous, ment with experimentalobservations.
A moredetailedpaperwill be givenas a Risp
isotropic,fully developed,and stationaryturbulence, diffusion is limited to the power-law Report.
region of z2 • t2 to z2 • t. This followsfrom
Acknowledgment. It is a pleasureto acknowlwith Mr. C. F.
equations3, 4, and 6 togetherwith the relations edge many stimulatingdiscussions
__

•

betweenEl (k) and Ell(k)6.To obtainslowerthan

Wandel.

Fieklan diffusionfrom equation 3 it is necessary
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